Druidry for Dummies

by Doctor Who

WHO IS WHO

Doctor Who and Kylie the Kangaroo made leap between lives anew, by throwing random dice in a Tardis device, flying into the quantum blue.

THE RUNE REBUS

Birth - Childhood - Puberty - Education - Legislature - Judiciary - Executive - Clock&Calendar
Birth

Livestock is breed.

Wild ox protects herd of cows, that are pregnant.

Thorn is bloody pain of giving birth.

River mouth is newborn drawing breath of life.
Childhood

**Ride** is child running off, in curious play of exploration.

**Torch** shows way, disclosing child’s prank in upbringing.

**Gift** is pet treat for child, in daily duty motivation.

**Friendship** is child learning social skills.
Puberty

Hail storm, by lightning, is youth falling in love.

Pain is youth feeling sting of love, in broken heart.

Ice is wintertide of youth, in heartfelt sorrow.

Garden tide is spring of youth, in heartfelt healing.
Education

Yew is ancestral graveyard tree, in skills of forefathers, taught by teacher.

Pea sprout learns trade, as greenhorn apprentice.

Elk-sedge is vigorous swamp straw, as able-bodied skilled worker.

Sun is shining attraction, entering marriage.
Legislature

Tir, binding wolf's-head, is clans entering state of truce.

Birch is consolidating truce, by bringing family.

Horse is follower of truce, in popular folkmoot.

Man is identity, under one banner, in union of clans.
Wild ocean calls for crowd control, in social unrest.

Meadow is sown seeds, into earthly minds, by deduction.

Daylight transcends common sense, by induction.

Heritable office is trade of passing judgment.
Executive

**Oak** tree is spiritual leader, Druid.

**Ash** tree, is worldly leader, Cyning.

**Wild cow** Valkyrie is fruit fall, from branch-bow, in warfare.

**Earth** holds fallen fruit, during winter death.
Plant seed rises anew, in vegetative resurrection.

Clock & Calendar

Cauldron source is earthly bonfire.

Bottom of Cup is heavenly lodestar.

Spear unites heaven and earth into sun cross.
Brim of Cup is sundial, in clock & calendar.

Gravestone is man seeded, closing life cycle.

Kylie the Kangaroo, in Notre Dame rose window.